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As tragic as General Patton's death may have been
i t is even more tragic that the "factual" arguments put forth by his critics have gone unchallenged.
Only now can the true story be told. The label
of secrecy has been lifted from the documents,
files, records and personal statements, revealing
not only Patton the man, but also the incredible
and controversial part he played i n shaping world
history.
Ladislas Farago, a best-selling author, is eminently
qualified to write this definitive biography. He
served i n W o r l d War I I as Chief of Research and
Planning, Special Warfare Branch, for the U.S.
Navy. I n his driving narrative he answer* questions that have been shrouded i n mystery for more
than two decades:

* What are the facts behind the slapping incidents ?
ir W h o proposed to fire Patton on the eve of
D-Day?
* Who prevented Patton from taking Prague?
W h y was Patton relieved of his T h i r d Army?

*

Who forced Patton's troops into a near suicide
landing i n Sicily?
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If You Trust These Critics:—
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". . . Farago, whom I trust you remember for another
excellent work, 'The Tenth Fleet," has done so monumental a job of researching not only Patton but Third
Army and World War I I in general, that this is more
than a book for the casual readers, who nonetheless can
cover it at novel speed and find it enthralling;"
Robert Cromie
Chicago Tribune
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"No brief review can hope to do justice to this massive
mosaic of a biography. Its wealth of minutiae extends over
the whole of Patton's military career, though of necessity
it is World War I I on which the major emphasis rests.
Patton is not presented as a man who could do no wrong,
but rather as one whose weaknesses pales by the side of
his strengths. If any biography can be said to do justice
to this brilliant, bellicose military genius, this is it."
John Barkham
Saturday Review
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"This biography by Ladislas Farago, a military chronicler
and World War I I intelligence officer, is the longest,
hardest and most informative look yet at General Patton."
Time Magazine
"The book makes a major contribution to an understanding
of Patton by amassing details of his career."
Gordon Harrison
New York Herald Tribune
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"Farago's colorful full-length masterpiece must also be
considered a 'portrait*—one that rates with the masters."
Robert Castricone
Boston Herald
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